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BACKGROUND
The advent of large scale 4D image data sets has created the need for highly automated and scalable processing and
analysis pipelines. The Institute of Molecular Biosciences at The University of Queensland recently acquired a Lattice Light
Sheet Microscope (LLSM), which is based on the revolutionary super-resolving laser microscopy technology that won the
2014 Nobel prize for Betzig, Hell and Moerner. This microscope can produce terra bytes of data in continuous hours-long
live cell imaging sessions, far exceeding the capacity of traditional image processing and analysis pipelines.
A typical image analysis workflow might involve the removal of noise and background signal, segmentation of foreground
and differential tissue types, identification and classification of structures, tracking of objects in the case of time course
data, then quantification via counting and measurement of the identified structures. The open-source and extensible
ImageJ image processing program provides an extensive toolbox for analyses such as this, but as with other image
processing systems, ImageJ is designed primarily for interactive use. Although some automation via scripting is supported,
many traditional tools require visual feedback and refinement of parameters on a small (single desktop machine) data
set, and the full automation of complex workflows is difficult. Analyst time and local computing resources become key
bottlenecks when dealing with big data, and consistent analysis across large data sets is problematic.
Machine learning methods offer the prospect of a more robust and powerful approach to image segmentation compared
to traditional methods. However, this comes at a substantial computational cost, and the most powerful systems, deep
convolutional neural networks, require a quantity of training data and computational power that is prohibitive for many
tasks. The Trainable Weka plugin for ImageJ [1] leverages existing feature generation tools available in ImageJ, combining
them with the Weka Machine learning system to generate robust 2D and 3D segmentations using relatively minimal
training data and computation. The tool provides a graphical interface allowing iterative interactive labeling of training
data, but is predicated on an interactive session using a single 2D or 3D image. While a trained model can be applied to
new images, simply combining data from more than one image to train a model requires working outside the graphical
interface, while the ability to place the training data selections and draft segmentations in 3D context is also lacking.

SCALABLE WORKFLOW AND VISUALISATION
To address these challenges, we have developed a distributed and scalable workflow applying machine learning and other
tools implemented in ImageJ, employing cloud storage and high performance computing (HPC). Components of the
Trainable Weka plugin were integrated into a re-engineered workflow, with optimisations for processing time and
memory use. Secondary analysis including the use of watershed split and mesh algorithms [2,3] was developed to extract
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rich object-type information from the segmented images. These steps are run for each time point in parallel, with tracking
of objects, typically over several hundred time steps, performed as the final step.
Effective visualisation was identified as a key bottleneck at several points in the workflow, and we developed a
visualisation tool for 4D image data with the required capacities, using the Processing 3 programming language (Figure
1). Smooth switching between slice and volume view allows marking of training data in full spatial context. Switching
between original imaging and segmentations, or between segmentations, allows for easy validatation or iteration of
segmentation models; and similarly the display of object information such as adjacencies and tracks alongside original
and segmented image data allows validation of the additional analysis.

Figure 1. F-actin imaging of macrophages is segmented into background, cell body (green), and structures known as ruffles
(blue) and tentpoles (red); probability map shown. Additional analysis building on the segmentation with object splitting
and other processing produces rich object information, and finally tracking over time (not shown).
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